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Business days exclude Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays. The NAR 
MLS Advisory Board specifically revised the policy’s timeframe due to 
concerns with enforcement to provide greater flexibility for days 
when submitting the listing to the service could be a challenge. For 
consistency among all REALTOR® Association MLSs, the approved 
timeframe is 1 business day.; “holidays” include all recognized federal 

and state holidays.

NAR’s MLS Technology and Emerging Issues Advisory Board is 
made up of brokers and MLS executives from across the 

country. Two dozen volunteers review industry concerns from 
a wide range of business and regional viewpoints. The policy 
was strongly supported by the NAR MLS Committee and the 

NAR Board of Directors.

No. Even with the SELM Form or the MLS Waiver Submitted, if the listing 
is marketed publicly to consumers or other agents of different offices, 
the listing must be submitted into the MLS within 1 business day.

Public marketing includes, but is not limited to:
- Flyers and Brochures 

- Yard Signs 
- Brokerage Website Displays 
(Including IDX and VOW) 

- Public Facing Digital Marketing
(Including social media post) (Including social media post) 

- Digital Communication Marketing 
- Multi-Brokerage Listing Sharing Networks

No. Any listing that is publicly 
marketed must be submitted into the 

MLS within 1 business day.

See reverse for
more frequently
asked questions.



With the SELM Form or MLS Waiver Submitted, the listing agent may market this listing only to 
other agents of the same office/brokerage (Office Exclusive).

Within one (1) business day of marketing a property to the public, the listing broker must submit the listing 
to the MLS for cooperation with other MLS participants. Public marketing includes, but is not limited to, 
flyers displayed in windows, yard signs, digital marketing on public facing websites, brokerage website 
displays (including IDX and VOW), digital communications marketing (email blasts), multi-brokerage listing 

sharing networks, and applications available to the general public. (Adopted 11/19)
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No. "Office exclusive" listings are an important option for 
sellers concerned about privacy and wide exposure of their 
property being for sale. In an office exclusive listing, direct 
promotion of the listing between the brokers and licensees 
affiliated with the listing brokerage, and one-to-one 

promotion between these licensees and their clients, is not 
considered public advertising. 

  

If office exclusive listings are displayed or advertised to the 
general public, however, those listings must also be 

submitted to the MLS for cooperation.

bridgeMLS offer options to limit your listing from 
syndicating to third party websites, IDX sites, or VOW sites. 
These options are available during the listing input process 
Titled VOW and in Features titled Internet display. By 

inputting “No”, your listing will be only available on the MLS 
and will not syndicate to any websites or applications 

outside of the MLS.

With the SELM Form or MLS 
Waiver submitted, you must 
submit your listing as a coming 
soon on the MLS within 1 
business day after marketing 
the listing in any form.

Contact compliance@bridgemls.com
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